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THE ISRAELITE JOURNEY
THROUGH (AROUND) MOAB
AND MOABITE TOPONYMY
J. MAXWELL MILLER
Emor) Unl\erslt), ltlanta, GA 30322

The Israelite encounter with the Moabites at the time of the exodus
from Egypt is reported in four biblical passages: Num 21:lO-20, which
recounts the Israelite march from Oboth to the hlount Pisgah vicinity; Num
3 3 5 4 9 , an itinerary of all the stages of march from Egypt to the plains of
Moab; Deuteronomy 2, part of Moses' summary of the wilderness events; and
Judg 11:12-28, Jephthah's exchange of messages with an Ammonite king.
Even a casual reader will notice some confusion in these passages regarding
whether the Israelites went through hloabite territory or circled around the
eastern (desert) side. Related to this confusion regarding the route of their
journey are some long-standing problems in Moabite toponymy. This paper
is concerned primarily with the toponymy problems, but begins with some
general observations and a brief review of the four crux passages.
I. Preliminary Observations
The usefulness of the four passages as sources of information regarding
Moabite toponymy does not depend on their historical accuracy. Even if the
exodus journey never occurred, the biblical narrators will have been concerned to give their story an authentic setting to the best of their knowledge.
More crucial for our purposes than historicity, therefore, is the question of
whether the biblical ~7riterswere very familiar with hloabite geography in
the first place and whether whatever authentic geographical information
they provided has been changed or garbled during secondary stages of compilation and redaction.
The actual boundaries of Moab is one of the points of contention in the
passages. For our purposes, hloab may be identified as the narrow strip of
cultivable land paralleling the Dead Sea along its eastern side. It will be
useful, moreover, to distinguish between hloab proper (the region south of
the Arnon, present-day Wiidi el-hliijib) and northern Moab (the region north
of the Arnon). Moab proper n7asisolated by geographical barriers - the steep
ArnonIM~ijibcanyon on the north, the Dead Sea escarpmect on the west, the
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Arabian desert on the east, and the WSdi el-Hesa canyon on the south.
Northern Moab was easily accessible to the outside world, on the other hand,
especially to the Israelites and the Ammonites. Correspondingly, the hloab
known to the Israelites was essentially northern Moab. Where it is reported
that certain Israelite kings conquered and ruled Moab, for example, the
references are almost certainly to northern hloab.' Virtually all of the hloabite place-names mentioned in the Hebrew Bible pertain to the region north
of the Arnon. When places south of the Arnon are mentioned, the clues provided as to their locations are exceedingly vague.
Not only did the kings of Israel and Ammon encroach on northern Moab
from time to time; the local population of that region ill have had mixed
loyalties, and all three national groups (the Moabites, Israelites, and Ammonites) ill have had their respective versions of the early history of the region
which supported their respective claims to it. Central to the Israelite claim
was the alleged Sihon episode. It n7as contended, namely, that Moab had
already lost the territory north of the Arnon to the Amorites before the
Israelites appeared on the scene and that the Israelites conquered this
territory in turn from the Amorite king Sihon. Israelite presence north of the
Arnon could not 1)e regarded as encroachment on either Moab or Ammon,
therefore, according to this line of argument. The Arnon was already established as hloab's northern boundary before the days of hloses, and Israel
conquered the region north of this boundary fair and square from a nonMoabite, non-Ammonite king.
Recognizing that the Sihon pericopes have a nationalistic political
agenda does not necessarily mean that they are historically untrustworthy.
Yet there are additional factors which suggest that this is indeed the case.
For example, this episode is confined to the deuteronomistic andlor postdeuteronomistic strata of the Genesis-2 Kings corpus. The same is true of
the territorial claim that these pericopes advance. Elsewhere in the Hebrew
Bible it is consistently assumed that the land of hloab extended as far north
as the Heshbon-Elealeh vicinity and even included some of the Jordan Valley
(compare, for example, Isaiah 15-16 and Jeremiah 48). Also there is the wellknown archaeological problem with Heshbon (Tell Hesbiin), the alleged
capital of Sihon's Amorite kingdom. Excavations at the site produced no Late
Bronze Age remains and very meager remains from the opening centuries of
the Iron Age.
In their attempts to trace the Israelite route throughlaround Edom and
Moab, scholars usually give precedence to Num 21:lO-20, the first of the four
passages mentioned above. Not only does it come first in the biblical narrative; it seems to provide more specific geographical detail than any of the
other three. The general consensus among literary critics also favored this

' See J . M. hliller and J. H. Ha?es, '4 Hi.~toryof Atlcieiit Israel and Judah (Philadelphia:
\Vestminster; London: SCM, 1986) 182, 269.
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approach until the 1970s. It was generally agreed, namely, that Numbers
20-21 belonged essentially to J E and that the other three passages were
literarily dependent on Numbers 20-21 andlor belonged to later literary
strata of the Genesis-2 Kings corpus. However, this consensus may b e said
to have collapsed during the 1970s. As will become apparent below, recent
studies strongly suggest that Numbers 20-21 is literarily dependent on Num
33:s-49, Deuteronomy 2, and Judg 11:12-28 rather than the other way
around.

11. The Four Crux Passages
Numbers 33:5-49
This passage presents an itinerary of stops (stages of march) that the
Israelites supposedly followed during their exodus journey from Egypt to the
plains of hloab. It combines and essentially duplicates itinerary segments
introduced here and there throughout the preceding narrative account of the
journey (see especially Exod 12:37; 13:29; 14:2; 15:22; 15:27-161; 17:l; Num
20:1, 22; 21:4, 10-20). Earlier literary critics assigned the segments to JE for
the most part and san7 the full itinerary in Num 33:5-49 as a redactional
summary? Graham Davies, however, on the basis of a thorough examination
of all the itinerary materials in Exodus-Numbers along with a comparative
study of related extrabiblical texts, reached the following conclusion^:^
(1)Allowing for some "P" additions, the Num 33:5-49 itinerary represents a
coherent and unified text. It is not a composite of the itinerary segments
p e s e n t e d earlier in the Exodus-Numbers narrative. On the contrary, where
there are parallels it is the earlier segments which n7ere deri\ed literarily
from Num 33:5-49 and not the other way around! (2) Probably it was at a
fairly late (deuteronomistic) stage in the compilation process that the segments were excerpted from the full Num 33:5-49 itinerary and reintroduced
at "appropriste"p1aces earlier in the narrative. (3) The Num 33:5-49 itinerary
probably described an actual route which would have been widely known in
ancient times. Although Davies's third conclusion may be challenged for
reasons given below, the first tn7o seem unavoidable. Accordingly, attempts
E.g., M. Noth, h'ttmbtrs (trans. J. D. Slartin; London: SChf; Philadelphia: LVestminster,
1968) 241-46; see also the discussion and references cited hy P. J. Budd, Mtmhers (WBC; FVaco,
T X : Rhrd Books, 1984) 348-57, esp. 3.50.
G. Davies, The Way of the M'ilderness:
Geographical Study of the M'ilderness Itineraries
in the Old Testarnent (Cambridge: University Press, 1979).
This first conclusion, that the Num 33:5-49 itinerary is a coherent sourcr to be associated
primarily with "P" rather than a summary of "JE" elements \\,as anticipated to some degree hy
11. Noth and E hl. Cross: see Noth, "Der LVallfahrtsweg zum Sinai ( N u 33):' P] 36 (1940) 3-28;
reprinted in Aufsatz zur biblischen Landes- und Altertumsktrnde (Neukirchen-f'luyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1971) 1. 35-74; Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebreu: Epic: Essays in the History of
the Religion of Israel (Cambridge, 114: Harvard University Press, 1973) 308-21.
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to locate the places mentioned must begin with the full itinerary rather than
with the excerpted segments since the segments are in secondary contexts
that could be misleading.
The last seven stages of the Num 33:5-49 itinerary concern us here (see
vv. 43-49):
Punon -+ Oboth -+ Iye-abarim
Dibon-gad
Almondiblathaim
Mountains of Abarim before Nebo
Plains of Moab by the
Jordan at Jericho, from Beth-jeshimoth as far as Abel-shittim. Punon, Oboth,
and Iye-abarim are unknown elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible except in Num
21:lO-13, the parallel segment to be discussed below. The exact names
Dibon-gad, Almon-diblathaim, and Abel-shittim are also unique to this
passage, but they clearly correspond to Dibon, Beth-diblathaim, and Shittim
well known in other t e x t s x t seems safe to associate Punon with Khirbet elFeinan in Wiidi el-Feinan and Dibon(-gad) with Dhibiin immediately north
of Wiidi M ~ j i b .'Ain el-Weibeh on the western side of the Arabah roughly
opposite Khirbet el-Feinan is often suggested as the site of O b ~ t hbut
; ~ there
is little to support this identification apart from the vague similarity in the
names, and 'Ain el-Weibeh is not on a direct route from Khirbet el-Feinan
to Dhiban?
Davies identifies Iye-abarim with the present-day village of 'Ay approximately ten kilometers southwest of Kerak. The possibility must be considered,
however, that Iye-abarim (Dyl?X;?7 2 9 was not a specific site- that is, that the
name should b e translated with full appellative force, something like "the
ruins on the other side." Certainly this is true of the Mountains of Abarim
(D'l?Y;? '7;?),which would be the rugged western escarpment of the Moabite
plateau at the northeastern corner of the Dead Sea. That being the case, the
itinerary turns out to be surprisingly vague for the southern Transjordan leg
of the exodus journey. Specific camping spots are indicated for the main part
of the journey (from Egypt to Oboth) and also for the last leg of the journey
through northern Moab (from Dibon-gad to the vicinity of Jericho). For the
march from Oboth to Dibon-gad, however, we are told simply and vaguely that
they camped "among the ruins on the other side." Note that the text knows
-+

-+

-+

-+

-+

Dibon: Num 21:30; 32:3, 34; Josh 13:9, 17; etc. and the hlesha inscription; Beth-diblathaim:
Jer 48:22 and the hlesha inscription; Shittim: Num 25:l; Josh 2:l; 3:l; Joel 3:18; hlicah 6:5.
See, e.g., Noth, "Der Lt'allfahrts\veg zum Sinai (NLI33):' in Aufsatse ztrr hihlischcn Landcstrnd Altertu~nsktrnde,65.
There is very little archaeological evidence available pertaining to Khirbet el-Feinan, '4in
el-lt'eibeh, or Dhiban, and none of it is decisive for determining their ancient identifications.
O n l ~Dhiban has been excavated (five seasons of excacations during 1950-56 and a sixth season
in 1965) The excavations there were neither extensice nor conclusice hothlng was found from
the Cliddle or Late Bronze Ages 4pparenth there was a small amount of Iron I material, but
none of ~tlocated stratigraph~call\ See F 1' Winnett and W L Reed The Ercatatzons at Dihon
(Dhihiinj in Jloab, U S O R 36-37 (1964), 4 D Tushingham Thc Eicutatzons at Dzbon p h i b a n
zn tioah The Third Campaign 1952-53, AASOR 40 (1972), and W \lorton, "Report of the
D~rectorof the School in Jerusalem,' BASOR 140 (1955) 47

'
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nothing of King Sihon and presumes that Moabite territory extended even
as far north as the Jordan Valley across from Jericho?
Deuterononly 2

This chapter combines two quite different traditions regarding the early
Israelite encounter with the peoples of the Transjordan. One of the traditions
dominates the first part of the chapter; the other dominates the latter part.
According to the first, Yahweh commanded the Israelites to avoid any conflict
with the sons of Esau who lived in Seir, the sons of Lot associated with Ar,
and the sons of Ammon whose frontier they would reach after passing beyond
Ar. Boundaries are vague; in fact, one gets the impression that the sons of
Esau and Lot were relatively isolated groups who could be bypassed without
major detours. Dominating the latter part of the chapter, especially vv. 24ff.,
is the Sihon episode with its concern to specify that the Arnon was the
historic northern boundary of Moab and to establish Israel's claim to the
disputed territory north of the Arnon. The redactional process of combining
these two traditions required some loose, ambiguous, and probably misleading correlations. What happens, in effect, is that by the end of the
chapter the sons of Lot have been transformed into Moabitesp Ar has been
equated with Moab, and ArIMoab has been defined specifically as the region
south of the Arnon. The following verses require indikidual comment.
Verses 8b-9. "Wilderness of Moab" should be understood here as a
general designation for the region east of the Dead Sea rather than as a
specific reference to the desert east of Moab. 12?nis a broadly inclusive term
for uncultivated land,'O and nothing else in the chapter suggests a detour
around the desert side. On the contrary, the central thrust of the verses that
follow clearly presupposes a route through rather than around Moab.
Verse 13. The Zered is mentioned only here and in Num 21:12. Since the
Israelites supposedly were approaching from the south or southwest, and
Included in the Plains of hloab are Beth-jeshimoth and Shittim, both situated in the Jordan
\'alley across from Jericho. Beth-jeshimoth (cf. Jeshimon), mentioned in Josh 1 2 3 ; 12:20; Ezek
2 5 9 and Josephus (1.W 4.7.3 $5426-36), is identified ~vitha place called Ismuth by Eusebius
(Onom. 266.27; 233.81) and Jerome (Ono~n.103.9). The ancient name probabl>-is presened in
that of present-day Khirbet es-Suweimeh, although contemporary scholars usually accept N.
Glueck's view that Tell 'Azeimeh nearby is the actual site. Earlier scholars generally identified
Shittim with Tell Kefrein, but the more recent tendency, again follo\ving Glueck, has been to
associate it with Tell e l - H a m m ~ mSee
. esp. N, Glueck, "Some Ancient Towns in the Plains of
XIoab," BASOR 91 (1943) 24-25.
As in some tests, although never in this one, the sons of Esau and Seir are equated with
Edomites and Edom; see J. R. Bartlett, "The Land of Seir and the Brotherhood of Edom:'JTS
20 (1969) 1-20.
l o IlY?? 133n in 2 Sam 2 2 4 , for example, would not b e a desert.
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since \Y%diel-Hesii is the most formidable canyon south of the ArnonlMiijib,
the Zered is usually equated with Wiidi el-Hesa (but see below).

Verses 18-19. The geographical confusion that resulted from combining
the two traditions is especially evident in these verses, which are problematic
on three counts: (1) They seem to ignore that the Israelites have already
entered Moab several verses earlier and will b e exiting again several verses
later. (2) The phrase 1 M - l l M >Fin j 1 3 3 - l l M is ambiguous, perhaps intentionally
so: does it mean that the Israelites crossed "the boundary of Moab at Ar" or
crossed "the territory of Moab which is Ar?" (3) These verses assume that the
Israelites, after leaving Moab, will be approaching the region of the Ammonites rather than entering Amorite territory as will b e assumed in the
remainder of the chapter.
Verse 24. While conflicting with vv. 18-19, which have the Israelites
reaching the territory of the Ammonites after leaving ArlMoab, this verse
seems to refer to v. 13, where they are commanded to cross the Zered. That
is, they are understood to have crossed first the Zered and then the Arnon,
which brought them to the edge of King Sihon's Amorite realm.
Verses 26-29. The Israelites are envisioned as already having crossed the
Arnon when messengers were sent from the wilderness of Kedemoth to
Sihon. Although there was a place called Kedemoth in northern Moab (Josh
13:17-20; 21:37; 1 Chr 6:34), the mention here of "the wilderness of Kedem o t h is not entirely convincing. The reader was never informed that the
Israelites had reached the wilderness of Kedemoth, and Kedemoth is not
mentioned in any of the other passages pertaining to the Israelite journey
through the Transjordan. Possibly some confusion has occurred here between
Kedemoth and Kedesh (cf. Deut 1:46).
Verses 32-37. Nothing is to b e learned from these verses about the location of Jahaz, the scene of the battle with Sihon, other than that it presumably was located between Kedemoth (unless one reads "Kedesh) and
Heshbon. Aroer may be identified confidently with present-day Khirbet
'Arii'ir on the northern rim of the Mujib. The strange reference to "the city
that is in the valley" will require further comment below.
To summarize: Deuteronomy 2 combines competing traditions regarding Israel's encounter with the peoples of the Transjordan. The redactional
process involved some loose correlations which probably are misleadingnamely, the equation of the sons of Lot with Moab and Ar with the region
south of the Arnon. It also produced a not entirely coherent itinerary for the
Israelite journey from Kedesh to northern Moab. Even allowing for the composite character of the chapter and the garbled nature of its itinerary,
however, it is clear that the Israelites were understood to have passed
through, rather than around, Moab proper (see especially vv. 28-29).
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Judges 11:12-28
According to these verses, which report an exchange of messages
between an Ammonite king and Jephthah, the Ammonite king justified an
attack on Israel by claiming that "Israel on coming from Egypt took away my
land, from the Arnon to the Jabbok and to the Jordan" (v. 13). Jephthah
responded that this was untrue, that Israel had taken the disputed territory
from neither Ammon nor Moab, but from the Amorite king Sihon. Jephthah
insisted, moreover, that the Israelites did not even pass through Moabite
territory at the time: "Then they journeyed through the wilderness, and went
around the land of Edom and the land of Moab, and arrived on the east side
of the land of Moab, and camped on the other side of the Arnon; but they
did not enter the territory of Moab, for the Arnon is the boundary of Moab"
(\. 18).
Thus, while Jephthah's response in Judges 11 represents another "deuteronomistic" version of the Israelite journey through the Transjordan, there
are significant differences between it and the version in Deuteronomy 2. The
sons of Esau at Mount Seir and the sons of Lot at Ar disappear from the scene
entirely in the Judges 11 version and are replaced by kingdoms of Edom and
Moab. Israel sent messages to the kings of both nations from Kedesh with
requests for permission to pass through their respective realms. When the
requests were denied, the Israelites somehow bypassed Edomite and Moabite territory, ending up on the east (sunrise) side of Moab and on the other
side of the Arnon.
The main trunk of the ArnonIMiijib flows east to west into the Dead Sea
and thus marks what both Deuteronomy 2 and Judges 11 ob\iously intend
as the northern boundary of Moab. However, one of the main tributaries of
the Miijib (U'iidi en-Nukheilah, also called \Viidi Lejjun) flows north by
northwest before joining the main trunk some thirty kilometers east of the
Dead Sea. Since this tributary represents roughly the dikiding line between
the settled area in ancient times and the desert fringe, one might think of it
as marking a segment of the eastern frontier of Moab proper. Debeloping this
line of argument further, it is possible to interpret Jephthah's statement as
meaning that the Israelites camped east of the Wtidi en-Nukheilahllejjiin
tributarx which would have placed them on the east (sunrise) side of the land
of Moab and at the same time on the other side of the Arnon.
HoweLer, this would be a forced interpretation in my opinion, and one
which tends to contradict the narrator's overriding concern to emphasize that
the Arnon was the northern boundary of Moab and that all the territory north
of the Arnon was conquered from a non-Moabite, non-Ammonite king. Moreover, this line of interpretation assumes that the narrator of the Jephthah
episode had more detailed knowledge of Moabite geography than the passage
suggests otherwise." Probably he had no clear notion in mind of the exact
l1

Even late nineteenth-century geographers Lvere unclear regarding the upper tributaries of
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route that the Israelites could have followed, but realized that the only way
they could have avoided Edomite and Moabite territory was to detour around
through the desert.

We come finally to Num 21:lO-20, which commentators and biblical
cartographers have struggled with for years on the mistaken assumption that
it is supposed to make geographical sense. But it simply does not, and recent
studies by Mittmann, \'an Seters, and Davies explain why. Siegfried Mittmann
reexamined Num 20:14-21, where Moses sends messengers to the king of
Edom requesting permission for the Israelites to pass through his land, and
concluded that it is a late redactional piece with pronounced deuteronomistic influenceJ2John Van Seters reached an even more startling conclusion
on the basis of a word-for-word comparison of Num 21:21-35, which reports
Moses' dealings with Sihon, with the corresponding passages in Deuteronomy 2-3 and Judges 11.Van Seters concluded that both Num 20:14-21 and
21:21-35 are post-deuteronomistic compositions dericed from Deuteronomy
2-3 and Judges 11. Moreo\er, as \'an Seters pointed out, the redactional
process involved geographical as well as literary conflation. Deuteronomy
presupposes a peaceful journey through Edom and Moab; Judges has the
Israelites going around through the desert; Numbers 21 conflates the two
perspective^?^ Graham Davies, in a follow-up to his initial examination of the
wilderness itineraries, demonstrated in the same fashion, by word-for-word
comparison, that Num 21:lO-13 is a conflation of the Numbers 33 and Judges
11 texts. "A major issue," Davies observes, "was whether the Israelites had
passed through or around Edomite and Moabite territory. Num, xxxiii represents the first view (cf. Dibon-Gad in verses 45-46), but Judg. xi 18 (in the
speech of Jephthah) equally clearly represents the second, which provided
a stronger response to charges leveled against the Israelites in that context."14

the M ~ j i bas
, is apparent from maps of the period. See, for example, the PEFQS map published
in 1890: Palestine: From the Strrceys Conducted for the Committee of the Palestine Eq~loration
Fund and Other Sources (compiled by G. Armstrong; revised by C. It: \Vilson and C. R. Conder).
E J. Bliss \vas able to clarify much of the confusion in 1895; see his "Narrative of an Expedition
to hloab and Gilead in hlarch 1893," PEFQS (1895) 203-34.
l 2 S. Mittmann, "Num 20,14-21-eine
redaktionelle Kompilation:' in \Vort und Geschichte:
Festsehrij?fiir Karl Elliger ztrm 70. Gehurtstag jed. H . Gese and 13. R. Riiger; Neukirchen-\'luyn:
Neukirchener Verlag, 1973) 143-49.
l 3 J. \la11 Seters, "The Conquest of Sihon's Kingdom: h Literary ExaminationyJBL 91 (1972)
182-97; "Once Again-the <:onquest of Sihon's KingdomYJBL 99 (1980) 117-19; the latter in
response to J. R. Bartlett, "The <:onquest of Sihon's Kingdom: h Literary Re-examination,"JBL
97 (1978) 347-31.
l 4 G. Davies, "The IVilderness Itineraries and the C:omposition of the Pentateuch," 1'T 3 3
(1983) 1-13.
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Num 21:lO-13 compared with Num 33:43-44; Deut 2:13, 24; and Judg 11:18
Num 21:lO-lla

Num 33:43-44

And the people of Israel set
out, and encamped in Oboth.
And they set out from Oboth,
and encamped at Iye-abarim,

And they set out from Punon,
and encamped at Oboth. And
they set out from Oboth, and
encamped at Iye-abarim in
the territory of Moab. . . .

Num 21:llb

Judg 11:18

in the wilderness which is
opposite Moab, toward the
sunrise.

Then they journeyed through
the wilderness . . . and arrived
on the east (sunrise) side
of the land of Moab.

Num 21:12-13a

Deut 2:13, 24

From there they set out, and
encamped in the \'alley of
Zered. From there they set
out, and encamped on the
other side of the Arnon.

Now rise up, and go over the
the brook Zered. . . . Rise
up take your journey, and go
over the valley of the Arnon.

Num 21:13b

Judg 11:18

which is in the wilderness,
that extends from the boundary
of the Amorites; for the Arnon
is the boundary of Moab, between Moab and the Amorites.

. . . and camped on the other
side of the Arnon; but they
do not enter the territory
of Moab, for the Arnon was
the boundary of Moab.

Num 21:lO-lla

5 6 7 ~ 7: ~?YD?!
7
?~n:!nikn ?YD" :nik7
?J~:I

Num 21:llb

Num 33:43-44

:nikp. ?IJ~:!
. pmn ~YD:!
']y7 v n ? ! nikn ?YD:!

Judg 11:18
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Num 21:12-13a

Deut 2:13, 24

Num 21:13b

Judg 11:18

Davies was less explicit regarding whether Num 21:lO-13 draws on
Deuteronomy 2 as well as on Num 33:5-49 and Judges 11. One might suspect
that it does in view of \'an Seters's demonstration that other verses in
Numbers 20-21 draw on Deuteronomy 2; and the suspicion is confirmed
when all four passages are compared. Note that Num 21:lO-11 follows the
wording of Num 33:43-44 through the mention of Iye-abarim. At that point,
however, rather than locating Iye-abarim in "the territory of Moab" as does
the Numbers 3 3 itinerary, it places Iye-abarim "in the wilderness which is
opposite Modb, toward the sunrise." This latter is Judges 11 terminology. Next
(vv. 12-13a) there is an attempt to accommodate Deuteronomy 2, which has
the Israelites crossing first the Zered then the Arnon. Finally (v. 13b), the
passage seeks to harmonize the Israelite crossing of the Arnon (Deuteronomy
2) with their bypassing Moab on the wilderness side (Judges 11) and to
reaffirm that the Arnon was the boundary between Moab and the Amorites
(Deuteronomy 2 and Judges 11).The result of all this, of course, is a geographical hodgepodge totally incomprehensible in terms of the geographical
realities of southern Transjordan.
The conflated itinerary is followed by a quotation from the Book of the
Wars of Yahweh which supposedly verifies that the Arnon was the boundary
of Moab (vv. 14-15) and another itinerary segment which takes the Israelites
through northern Moab to the vicinity of Pisgah (vv. 16-20). However, the
quotation cannot be translated with any degree of confidence (see below)
and seems irrelevant to the boundary issue regardless of how one interprets
it. The itinerary segment finds no parallel elsewhere in the biblical materials.
Moreover, contradicting what precedes and follows in the same chapter, it
assumes that "the region of Moab" extended north of the Arnon, at least as
far as Pisgah.
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111. Four Problems in Moabite Toponymy

While the preceding analysis of the four passages pertaining to the
Israelite journey throughlaround Moab does not lead to immediate solutions
for the related problems in Moabite toponymy, it does enable us to avoid
some mistaken inferences often made on the basis of the passages. For one
thing, the analysis seems to confirm that the biblical writers were not very
familiar with the region south of the MiijibIArnon. Accordingly, we must be
cautious not to extract from these passages more precise information regarding the geography and toponymy of Moab proper than the passages are able
to give. Also to be taken into account is the fact that some of the meager information provided has become garbled as a result of the blending of traditions
and redactional activity The following cases illustrate the necessity of taking
literary-critical factors into account when dealing with toponymy problems.

lye-abarim and the Riaer Zered
Num 21:lO-13 has the Israelites camping at Iye-abarim on the eastern
(sunrise) side of Moab before crossing the Zered. Deuteronomy 2 seems to
imply that the Zered marked Moab's southern boundary, on the other hand,
which suggests its identification with Wiidi el-Hesii. But how could the
Israelites, supposedly coming from the south, have reached Iye-abarim in the
region east of Moab before crossing the ZeredlHesii? One proposed solution
is to deny that the Zered was Moab's southern boundary, dissociate it also
from Wiidi el-Hesii, and equate it instead with one of the less impressive
wadis north of the HesiiJ5 Another proposed solution seeks to maintain the
Zeredl\.liiidi el-Hesii identification by locating Iye-abarim near or in the Wadi
el-Hesii canyon and as far east as possible. Thus, the Israelites might have
reached Iye-abarim before completely crossing the ZeredIHesii; yet, with
some imagination, Iye-abarim could be regarded as situated on the eastern
side of M ~ a b Both
? ~ of these solutions are unnecessarily forced, however, and
fail to recognize that the whole problem is an artificial one created by the
conflated text of Num 21:lO-13. This is not just a vague and obscure text; it
is composite, misleading, and should not be allowed to distract.

li A. H. \:dn Zyl, for example, equated it ~vithone of the southeastern branches of the M ~ j i b
(The Aloabites [Pretoria Oriental Series 3; Leiden: Brill, 19601 36).
l 6 E-M. Abel associated Iye-abarim with Mahai\.: but Glueck favored Kh. el-hledeineh and
current Bible atlases tend to follow Glueck; see Abel, Gdogruphic dc la Palestine. 11: Gkogruphie
Politiquc. Lcs \'illes (Paris: Gabalda, 1938) 216-17; N. Glueck, "Explorations in Eastern Palestine
111:' AASOR 18-19 (1939) 68-69 n. 224; The Afae~nillanBihle Atlas (ed. Y. Aharoni and M. A\-ilonah; Jerusalem: Carta, 1968) 42, 179; Reader's Digest Atlas of the Bible (ed. J . L. Gardner;
Pleasantville, NY: Reader's Digest Association, 1981) 70, 226; The .Iloody Atlas of Bihle Lands
(ed. B. J. Beitzel; Chicago: hloody Press, 1983) 86-87; Thc Tilnes Atlas of the Bihle (ed. J . B.
Pritchard; London: Times Books Limited, 1987) 36-57.
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Unfortunately, since there are no other ancient references to either
place, disqualifying Num 21:lO-13 leaves us entirely dependent on Deuteronomy 2 for locating the River Zered and on Num 33:5-49 for locating Iyeabarim. The River ZeredIWiidi el-Hesii equation seems likely enough from
the context in Deuteronomy 2, but locating Iye-abarim on the basis of Num
335-49 is complicated by the uncertainty regarding (a) the location of
Oboth and (b) whether "Iye-abarim" should be treated as the name of a
specific place or as an appellative phrase ("the ruins on the other side"). In
short, we can conclude nothing more than that Iye-abarim was between
Punon (Khirbet Feinan) and Dibon-gad (Dhibiin).

Isa 15:4 associates Jahaz with Heshbon and Elealeh (present-day Tell
Hesbiin and el-'A1 respectively). Jer. 48:21 lists it among Moabite settlements
in the iv'n (i.e., the region north of the Arnon). The Mesha inscription
implies that it \vas a place of some military importance located reasonably
near to Dibon. Eusebius places it along the main road between Dibon and
Medeba (Onom. 104:gf.). In short, Jahaz seems from these references to have
been located in northern Moab, along the main north-south road, and probably nearer to Dibon than Medeba. Khirbet Libb, now a resettled village with
the "khirbet" no longer visible, was suggested by R. de Vaux17 and meets all
of the requirements.
The only possible evidence to the contrary comes from Judges 11 and
Numbers 21. Since the Israelites, according to these two texts, approached
northern Moab from the desert side of Moab proper and had just crossed the
Arnon when Sihon met them in battle at Jahaz, it is often assumed that Jahaz
was situated farther east than the main road, nearer to the desert fringe. Thus
Glueck proposed Khirbet 'Aleiyiin on one of the upper tributaries of Wadi
el-Wale.'8 Y. Aharoni proposed Khirbet el-Medeineh in the same general
vicinity and this latter identification has been championed recently by
Andrew dear mar^.'^
However, this line of argument loses force when one takes into account
(a) the obviously tendentious nature of the claim in Judges 11 that the
Israelites went around rather than through Moab, (b) the literary dependence of Num 21:lO-13 on Judges 11 in precisely that regard, and (c) the fact
that neither Num 33:5-49 nor Deuteronomy 2 is aware of a desert detour.

l 7 R. d e \'aux, "Notes d'histoire et de topographie Transjordaniennes:' in L7ir:re et Penser I
(Paris, 1941) 16-47 = Bible rt Orient (Paris: Cerf, 1967) ll3-49.
l 8 N. Glueck, "Explorations in Eastern Palestine 111," 116-17. H e is followed by Van Zl-I
(Moabites, 80-81) and by the present writer in an earlier study: J. M. hliller, "The hloabite Stone
as a hlemorial Stele," PEQ 106 (1974) 9-18,
l 9 J. A. Dearman, "The Location of Jahaz," ZDPV 100 (1984) 122-26.
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Again, in my opinion, we should not be distracted by Judges 11 and Numbers
21. The former tells us more about ancient politics than about historical
geography, and the garbled itinerary of the latter is the result of a late redactional attempt to harmonize the vague geographical claims set forth in Judges
11 with conflicting materials in other sources. Otherwise all the evidence
places Jahaz somewhere in the vicinity of Libb. The same point is to be made
for Kedemoth. Except for the line of argument explained above, which
depends ultimately on the tendentious claim in Judges 11, there is no compelling reason to search for Kedemoth near the desert fringe.

We come now to one of the most problematic of all Moabite placenames, an overriding issue being whether Ar was a city or a region. The name
suggests that it was a city (i.e., 1 Y is related to V Y , "city")?o and naturally it
could have been both-a city with the surrounding region. One should not
be led astray by Deuteronomy 2, however, which sometimes is interpreted
to mean that Ar was primarily a regional name and roughly synonymous with
Moab proper.21As seen above, the situation in Deuteronomy 2 is the result
of a blending of two traditions, one which had to do with the sons of Lot and
Ar, the other concerned to emphasize that the Arnon was the northern
boundary of Moab. Considered separately, neither of these traditions provides any specific information about Ar apart from the implication of the first
that one would pass in the vicinity of Ar before reaching the frontier of the
sons of Ammon.
Aside from the references in Deuteronomy 2, Ar (Moab) appears in
three poetical texts: the quotation from the Book of the Wars of Yahweh in
Num 21:14-15; a quotation from another old poem in Num 21:27b-30; and
Isa 15:1, the opening lines of Isaiah's Moab oracles. Any translation of the
obscure lines from the Book of the Wars of Yahweh must be largely conjectural, including the following translation by D. L. C h r i ~ t e n s e n ? ~
YHWH came in a whirlwind,
Came to the Wadis of Arnon,
H e marched through the wadis
turning aside to the seat of Ar,
Leaning toward the border of Moab.

"

'Against A . M. Gazov-Ginzberg, who sees 1 V as a cognate of Arabic gawr and interprets it
to mean "basin" or "valley" ('Ar-strana Xla 'aha," Palestinskij sbornik 67 [I9591 12-16, summarized
in ZL4m'72 [I9601 84).
E.g., J. Simons, The Geographical and Topographical Tats o f t h e Old Testalllent (Leiden:
Brill, 1959) l l 7 n. 79.
2.L. Christensen, "Num 21:14-15 and the Book of the IVars of Yah~veh,"CBQ 36 (1974)
359-60.

"

"
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One gets the impression, nothing more, that Ar was an important city
associated somehow with the Arnon, or perhaps with one of the tributaries
of the Arnon. The other poem in Numbers 21 also associates Ar with the
Arnone3
For fire went forth from Heshbon
flame from the city of Sihon.
It devoured Ar of Moab,
the lords of the heights of the Arnon. (v. 28)

The syntax of Isa 15:l is puzzling. Clearly, parallelism is involved, but what
exactly are the parallel units? Is Ar parallel with Kir, as presupposed by
the RSV?
Because Ar is laid waste in a night, Moab is undone;
Because Kir is laid waste in a night, Moab is undone;

Or should we read "Ar Moab" and "Kir-Moab" as parallel units, and translate
the lines something as follows?
Because it is laid waste in a night, Ar Moab is undone;
Because it is laid waste in a night, Kir Moab is undone.
Should T'p be read as a proper noun ("Kir") or as a common noun ("wall" or
"fortified city")? Is only one city involved, referred to either by alternate
names (Ar and Kir) or by its name (Ar) in parallelism with a reference to the
city's strategic role in the defense of Moab ("the fortress of Moab")? Or should
Kir be understood as a separate city (perhaps identical with Kerioth, Kiriathaim, or Kir-hareseth) also crucial to the defense of Moab?Z4 Considering
23

Note, ho~vever,that the alternate version of t h e poem in Jer 48:45-47 does not mention Ar.

" For a discussion of the issues involved and bibliography, see esp. LV. Scchottroff, "Horonaim,
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these uncertainties, about the only thing to be said with confidence is that
Isa 15:l confirms the impression derived from bits of poetry quoted in
Numbers 21, namely that Ar was a city of some importance in Moab.
J. Lewis Burckhardt, one of the first Europeans to explore southern Transjordan in the early nineteenth century, suggested Mehattet el-Hiijj as a likely
site for Ar of MoabP5 Situated on the south bank of LYadr el-Miijib near the
modern Kerak-Dhibiin road, Mehattet el-Hiijj could at least claim close
association with the Arnon. This suggestion never gained wide acceptance,
however, and can be safely dismissed now in light of closer and more recent
archaeological examination. The modest ruins at Mehattet el-Hiijj represent
a small Roman fort with no clear evidence of earlier occupation. Certainly
there was never a city of any prominence at this site?
The leading candidate site for Ar before the 1930s was er-Rabbah, suggested first it seems by H . B. Tristram, who made an excursion into the
Moabite region in 1872J7Er-Rabbah clearly was an important city in ancient
times; it was known during the Roman period by the alternate names
Rabbath Moab and Areopolis;" and Jerome associates the names Ar and
Areopolis in his commentary on IsaiahPg Thus emerged the theory that Ar
Moab and Rabbath Moab were alternate names for the place during ancient
Moabite times and that these alternate names continued in use during classical times, except that Ar was transformed to Areopolis under classical
influence. However, there are three problems with this theory: (1) there is no
etymological connection between the names Ar and Areopolis; (2) Eusebius
treats Ar and Areopolis as separate places in his O n o r n u ~ t i c o n and
; ~ ~ (3) erNimrin, Luhith und der Westrand des 'Landes htaroth,"' ZDPV 82 (1966) 163-208, esp. 179-81.
The early versions seem to be equally puzzled as to what to do with Isa 13:l. The LSX combines
;
and - 4 q ~ i l atranslate 1 Y as x6l;r~;
3 ~ i 1nY Lvith the single word 4 M o a p i ~ r ~Symmachus
Theodotion renders it as a proper name; all four translate lli, as a common noun (r~ixo<).
3 ~ i lnp and q?in-i'p both become 3 K i n 1-y in the Isaiah scroll from Qumran, Lvhile both are
rendered "fortress of hloab" (>Kin n l ~ n 5and 3 K n l N>l> respectively) in the Targum.
Burckhardt, Trauels in Syria and the Holy Land (London: John hlurra); 1822) 374.
26 S. Thomas Parkec Rowtans and Saracens: A History ofthe Arabian Frontier (ASOR Dissertation Series 6; IVinona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1986) 35-36.
H. B. Tristram, The Land ofAloab: Trauels and Discoveries on the East Side ofthe Dead Sea
and thelordan (New York: Harper, 1873) 121, 124, 133; see also C. \V.Wilson, "Address Delivered
at the Annual Meeting of the Fund:' PEFQS (1899) 304-16, esp. 310; A. hlusil, Arabia Petraea
1.Moab (Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften; Vienna: Alfred Holder, 1904) 370-73,
381-82; the 1890 PEFQS map; and Abel, GCographic, 248.
28 Josephus, Ant. 14.1.4 $18; Ptolemy, Crogr 5.16.4; Eusel~ius,Onom. 10.17; 36.24; 124.13-17;

"
"

A. Negeb, "Seal Impressions from Tomb 107 at Kurnul, (Xlampsis)," IE] 19 (1969) 89-106; H. J.
Polotsk!: "The Greek Papyri from the Cave of the Letters:' IEJ 12 (1962) 258-62; A. Spijkerman,
The Coins of the Decapolis and Prouincia Arabia (ed. XI. Piccirillo; Studii Biblici Franciscani
Collectio Maior 25; Jerusalem: Franciscan Printing Press, 1978) 262-77.
29 PL 24, col. 171. Note, ho~vevel;that, follo\ving Eusebius, Jerome distinguishes bet~veenAr
and Areopolis in his translation of and notes to the Onomasticon (see below).
See esp. 10.15-16 and U.13-24 in Eusebius: Das Onomastikon der Biblischen Ortsna~nen
(ed. E. Klostermann; Hildesheim: Olms, 1966).
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Rabbah is some distance from the Arnon. Against these last two objections,
it was countered that the sound of the name Ar could have suggested that
the city was sacred for Ares, thus giving rise to the name Areopolis; and that
while er-Rabbah itself was not near the Arnon, the surrounding plateau (also
called Ar according to the theory) was bounded by the Arnon.
Not everyone was convinced, needless to say? and the Arler-Rabbah identification received a serious setback when Glueck found no early Iron Age
pottery at the site. Indeed, it is not clear from his report whether h e found
any Iron Age pottery there at all?Wlueck did find Iron Age pottery at elMisna', however, a small "tell" approximately three kilometers north by
northeast of er-RabbahP3 so it was possible to adjust the theory by locating
ancient ArlRabbath Moab at el-Misna' and supposing that the settlement
shifted to the site of er-Rabbah during the Roman (Areopolis) phase of the
city's history?"oting
that el-Misna' is not much nearer the Arnon than erRabbah, on the other hand, E. D. Grohman speculated that Ar of Moab may
have been identical with Aroer, which can be identified in turn with presentday 'ArZ'ir?5 The names are admittedly similar (lY/lYllY)P6 and 'ArZ'ir is
situated on the very edge of the Arnon. Yet even Grohman was not entirely
convinced of the ArIAroer equation, observing that one would have expected
Ar to be on the south bank of the Arnon rather than the north bank. In the
meantime, Iron Age pottery has been discovered at er-Rabbah-not much,
but enough to requalify it as an Iron Age site?' Of course, there is still the
problem that neither er-Rabbah nor el-Misna' is located very near the Arnon.
Khirbet Biilfi' apparently has never been considered a candidate for Ar.
Yet it has more to recommend it, in my opinion, than any of the proposals
discussed above. Khirbet Balu' is a major city ruin situated on another of the
southeastern tributaries of the Arnon. It was occupied during both the Late
Bronze and the Iron Ages?XHere was discovered the famous Biilfi' stele, for
3' E.g,, L. Gautiel; Autourde la Mer Morte (Geneva: Ch. Eggimann, 1901) 84; and G. A. Smith,
'Ar, Ar of hloab," Encyclopaedia Biblica (Kew York: hlacmillan, 1914) 270-71.
32 K. Glueck, "Explorations in Eastern Palestine I:' AASOR 14 (1934) 62-66; "Explorations
in Eastern Palestine 111," 63, 249.
33 Glueck, "Explorations in Eastern Palestine I:' 62-63, 67, 82, 102.
34 See, e.g., Van Zyl, Moabites, 71-73; &laclnillan Bible Atlas, map 131 and p. 175; and the
Oxford Bible Atlas (ed. H. 6.Xla).; revised for 3d ed. by J. Day; New York and Toronto: Oxford
University Press, 1984) 57, 63, 73, 122.
35 E. D. Grohman, "A History of hloab" (Ph.D. uiss., Johns Hopkins University, 1958) ll6-17.
In fact, lv is often rendered apoqp in the LXX.
37 J. hl. hliller, "Recent Archaeological Developments Relevant to Ancient hloab," in Studies
in the History and Archaeology ofjordan I (ed. A. Hadidi; Amman: Department of Antiquities
of Jordan, 1982) 169-73.
3"Khirbet
Biilii' \vas sherded in connection ~ v i t hthe Xloab Survey in 1978 and produced
abundant LB, Iron I and Iron I1 surface pottery. A full report is in preparation. In the meantime
see J. M. Millec 'Xrchaeological Survey of Central hloab: 1978," BASOR 234 (1979) 43-52; and
U. ~Vorschech,U. Rosenthal, and F. Zayadine, "The Fourth Survey Season in the North-west Ard
el-Kerak, and Soundings at Balu' 1986," 4DL4j30 (1986) 285-28.
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example, now dated to the twelfth or eleventh century BC?' Moreover, from
the perspective of someone approaching from northern Moab via the main
north-south road, the ancient city represented by Khirbet Balii' would have
been the gateway city to Moab proper. This ancient route began its descent
from northern Moab into the ArnonlMiijib canyon at approximately Aroer.
Having reached the canyon floor, however, an ancient traveler normally
would not have climbed the steep southern bank of the Arnon opposite Aroer
(as does the modern road and a branch of the Roman road), but would have
followed the canyon floor southeastward to the WSdi BalG' junction, then
followed the LViidi el-Biilli' floor southward to the LViidi el-Qurri juncture,
and eventually completed his or her ascent onto the plateau of hloab proper
at Khirbet BiilG'PO
Since all of the biblical references to Ar Moab are ambiguous in one way
or another, there can be no claim of certainty regarding the location of Ar.
However, in addition to the fact that Khirbet B511i' meets the main criteriathat is, it represents a prominent city which was located on the Arnon and
was occupied during the Late Bronze and Iron Ages-it also makes reasonable sense when the three crucial poetical texts are considered individually.
The obscure references to Ar in the two ancient poems quoted in Num
21:14-15 and 27b-30 could easily be allusions to ArlBalu' which was tucked
away in one of the main tributaries of the Arnon, yet dominated the Arnon
crossing and protected the entrance to the heights of Moab proper. The
destruction of ArlBalii' would have represented disaster for the defense of
Moab, as presupposed in Isa 15:l.
apparently is an appellative name derived from 17Y,which raises the
possibility that these terms were used interchangeably in some instances.
This is suggested, in fact, by two passages which mention an otherwise
anonymous "city" (17Y) in connection with the Arnon. According to Num
22:36, Balak met Balaam at q i n 1 7 Y , which was "on the boundary (or at the
edge or in the territory) of the Arnon, at the extremity of the boundary (or
edge or territory; h;;!;I??
1V
?
F jjiN 5?3?-5~):'Josh 13:9 (see also Deut
2:36 and 2 Sam 24:5) refers to ': . . Aroer, which is on the edge of the valley
of the Arnon, and the city which is in the middle of the valley ( - 5 l~t&lmq
5n?;l-~in?1We i 7 ~ 3IjlN
1 5n!-n3v):' Whether Ar Moab was in fact identical

lv

For a detailed examination of the B,ilu' stele and full bibliograph!; see I F A. II'ard and
h New Transcription with Palaeographical and Historical
Notes," ADAJ 8-9 (1964) 5-29.
" D. J. Seetzen follo~vedthis old route in 1806 and, although one cannot be absolutely certain
from his description, Tristram may have also in 1872; see Seetzen, Reisen durcll Syrien, Palastina,
Phiinicien, die Transjordan-Lander, Arabia Petraea und C'nter Aegypten (ed. Fr. Kruse; Berlin: G.
Reimel; 1834-53) 1. 410-ll; and Tristram, Land o f s f o a b , 138-45. Note also that G. A. Smith
shows this route from Aroer through IVZdi Bala' in his Atlas o f t h e Historical Geography of the
Holy Land (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1913) 29-30.
39

M. F. Illartin, "The Balu'a Stele:
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with the anonymous city in these passages must remain an open issue:" It
is worth noting, however, that Khirbet Balu' would be a convincing setting
for Balak's first meeting with Balaam as well as a reasonable candidate for the
"city in the middle of the valley," which Josh 13:9 and related passages
associate with Aroer. It would have been natural to associate ArIKhirbet
BalG' with Aroer since, as indicated above, the main highway crossed the
Arnon from one to the other. Also it would have been entirely reasonable to
think of ArIBSlli', situated on a triangular shelf between two tributaries of the
Arnon, as "the city in the middle of the valley?42

"

This repeated reference to "the city in the middle of the valley" may be a literary construct
created by the compilers of Genesis-2 Kings or a garbled tradition that they preserved without
fully understanding it. See in this regard M. Lt'iist, [7ntersuchungen zu den siedlung,~geographischen Taten des Alten Testa~lientsI. Ostjordanland (Beihefte zum Tiibinger Atlas des Vorderen
Orients 19; Wiesbaden: Lud~vigReichert, 1975) 133-41; and H. Donner, "The Interdependence
of Internal Atfairs and Foreign Policy During the Davidic-Solomonic Period (LVith Special
Regard to the Phoenician Coast)," in Studies in the Period of David and Solomon and Other
Essays (ed. T. Ishida; IVinona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1982) 203-14, esp. 210-12.
" T~vosites have been proposed for this anonymous "city in the middle of the valley" by
scholars ~ v h odistinguished bet~veenit and hr. Xlusil (Arabia Petraea I. &ah, 329-30 and n. 1
on pp. 332-33), followed by hbel (Gbographie, 351), suggested a small ruin called Khirbet elXledeineh situated at the juncture of Lt5di Sa'ideh and LViidi Siiliyeh (PG: 40.6192.4; UTMG:
80.5180.2). ,ictually hlusil called this site as "hr," but cited passages Lvhich read lly rather than
or as a textual variant to
(Num 21:28; 22:36; Josh 1 3 9 ) and clearly distinguished it from the
h r of Deuteronomy 2 and Isa 15:l (Lvhich he equated with hreopolis1er-Rabbah). Note that Van
Zy1 (Moabites, 72-73 n. 5) confuses this Khirbet el-Xledeineh Lvith another site bearing the same
name and implies that both Musil and Abel identified this second Khirbet el-Xledeineh as Ar
Moab. A third Khirbet el-llledeineh (the name is ubiquitous in southern Transjordan) has IroLv
been proposed by U. LVorschech as the "city in the middle of the valley" (IVorschech, Rosenthal
and Zayadine, "Fourth Survey Season:' 283, 290). LVorschech's Medeineh (PG: 19.7193.2;UTlllG:
60.0/80.5),reported already by Xlusil (Aruhiu Petrueu 1. Moub, 137), is on the south bank of W d i
el-Majib some seven or eight kilometers west of where the modern road crosses. Both of these
candidates apparently Lvere occupied during the Iron Age and both quite literally are located
in the Xl~jib1,4rnoncanyon bed. But neither is a particularly prominent site (compared for
example to Khirbet el-Biila'), neither is situated on a main road, and it is difficult to see ~ v h y
either would have been mentioned in association Lvith Aroer.
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